Genetic selection strategies: computer modeling.
There are four primary factors to consider in genetic selection strategies: 1) accuracy of selection, 2) selection intensity, 3) effective population size, and 4) mating system. Current theory indicates that optimum response to selection is achieved by maximizing the first three factors and using a mating systems that allows optimization of reproductive characteristics in dam lines and production characteristics in sire lines. However, with limited resources, compromises among the first three factors are needed. Simulations are useful for examining those compromises. Unrealistic simplifying assumptions are necessary for analytic theoretical results and thus do not address real world breeding problems. Using simulations, the relationship between selection accuracy, which is increased by use of family selection indices or Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP), and response to selection was examined. Results show that those procedures place a great restriction on effective population size, which offsets most of their advantage, i.e., there is too little emphasis on effective population size. A revision of the methodology and a reappraisal of the results of selection theory for optimization of genetic response is required. Another relationship that is of fundamental importance in breeding programs is that between selection intensity and effective population size. Analytical results for the additive case have been developed but have never been extended to heterotic traits. A gene level simulation program was developed to examine that relationship. Results show that the optimal selection strategy depends on the trait being selected. For additive traits and in the short term (20 generations), one should maximize selection intensity. For heterotic traits, an intermediate proportion (25% of each sex) gives optimal response. In all breeding strategies, primary attention must be given to the rate of inbreeding, which is increased by increasing either accuracy of selection or selection intensity. Inbreeding reduces response to selection in two ways. First, for both additive and nonadditive traits, inbreeding is a measure of the amount of random genetic drift that has occurred. Genetic drift causes loss of favorable alleles. Once lost, those alleles can never be recovered and thus genetic drift lowers the selection limit. Second, for heterotic traits, inbreeding results in a depression of the mean caused by directional dominance.